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INTRA SCHOOL EVENTS 

17.1.19     Activity based learning encourages scientific temper in students, enhancing creative and communication 

skills. Students of Class VI conducted science experiments on various topics like properties of air, 

properties of light, acid, bases and salts, properties of magnets, physical and chemical changes, chemical 

and magnetic effect of current. 

Name of the students Event Topic Position 

CLASS VI-C 

Devanshi Das, 

Riyan, Aparna 

Adhiraj Banerjee, 

Intersection 

science 

experiments of 

class VI 

Acids, bases and 

salts 

Ist 

CLASS VI-F 

  

Rayyan Ansari, 

Mudit Mahajan, Saadia 

Tabassum,  Sidra Khan, 

Pratham, Sarah 

Intersection 

science 

experiments of 

class VI 

Properties  of light 2nd 

CLASS VI-B 

  

Puja Sinha Roy, 

TanvikaKandimala, 

Lakshita Agarwal, 

 Mrigank Chakraborty, 

 Priyanshu Kumar Nirala 

Intersection 

science 

experiments of 

class VI 

Properties of 

magnets 

3rd 

  

24.1.19  An Inter-section Sports Quiz for class VII was held. There were six teams comprising three members 

 each. The Quiz had four rounds pertaining to Indian and International sports persons followed by a 

 visual round and a rapid fire round. The teams were judged on their knowledge of sports. VII A got first 

 position followed by VII C who secured second position. VII B and VII F shared the third position. 

25.1.19     To celebrate the 70th Republic Day, the Primary Classes had their Annual Presentation “Goonj - The      

 Sound of Young India”. The event began with the singing of Vande Mataram followed by the Principal,    

    Mrs. Seebaluck's welcome address. Students sang patriotic songs, tilted 'Jai Jan Bharat' and 'Ae Khak e 

 Watan' to commemorate the victorious spirit of the country. They also paid tribute to the leaders of      

 our country, past and present, through a play, titled 'Builders of Modern India'. It was a day filled with 

 nationalistic fervor urging the young generation to serve the nation. The performance was appreciated 

 and enjoyed by the parents and students of middle school. 

      

 



28.1.19  Under the STEM Education Project, students of the Robotics Club prepared pump rockets and launched 

 them. STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics) education aims at hands-on learning 

 beyond classrooms to instill scientific temperament and foster innovation and creativity among students. 

30.1.19  The students of class VI to VIII & X participated in the French Olympiad 2018-19 on 26.11.18 & 27.11.18 

 organized by Education & Beyond India Pvt. Ltd. 11 students won the gold medal and 4 students won the 

 silver medal and certificate of excellence. 

Proficiency level: (Class Xth A) 

1. Ananya Bansal- Gold Medal 

2. Harshita Gupta – Gold Medal 

3. Laxmi Khanna- Gold Medal 

4. Sunidhi Sharma- Gold Medal 

5. Kanishka Thadani- Silver Medal 

 

Advanced Level: (Class VII & VIII) 

1. Shaiban Khan- Gold Medal (VIII A) 

2. Kripansh Jaidka- Silver Medal (VIII A) 

 

Elementary Level: (Class VI) 

1. Vyoma Bansal – (Gold Medal) (VI A) 

2. Yusra Ahmed Ansari – (Gold Medal) (VI A) 

3. Lakshita Agrawal – Gold Medal (VI B) 

4. Puja Sinha Roy- (Gold Medal) (VI B) 

5. Tanvika Kandimalla- (Gold Medal) (VI B) 

6. Mohd. Umar Khan- (Silver Medal) (VI A) 

7. Simran Sharma- (Silver Medal) (VI A) 

 

31.1.19  An Inter Section Flower Arrangement Competition was held for class IX. Students displayed thematically-

 arranged flowers based on local festivals of various states such as Diwali Celebration in Delhi, Shikara 

 Festival of Jammu and Kashmir, Janmashtami in Uttar Pradesh and many more. Students of IX-F secured 

 the first position for recreating the atmosphere of Vrindavan's Janmashtami through flowers. The second 

 position was shared by IX- B and E for exhibiting Kerala's Kathakali and Delhi's Diwali decorations 

 respectively. 

                   

INTER SCHOOL EVENTS 
 

21.1.19     The students from class VIII attended a session organized by the Gandhi Yuva Biradari and Working 

Group on Alternative Strategies, commemorating the life of Martin Luther King Jr. at India International 

Centre, Lodhi Estate. The session dealt with the non violent ideals of Dr. King and Mahatma Gandhi 

influence on his struggle and his beliefs. The students presented Martin Luther King Jr’s speeches. It was 

followed by an interactive session on the theme “Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do 

that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that”. The students found it very inspiring and 

educational. 

 

28.1.19  The Educational Resource Centre had organized screening of the movie named Massey Sahib.              

Ms Achharpal Kaur, Ms. Sheeba Sharma and Ms. Vinita Miglani attended. Massey Sahib is a 1985 Hindi 

drama film, directed by Pradip Krishan, starring Raghubir Yadav in the title role and Arundhati Roy. For 

the movie, Raghubir Yadav had won the silver peacock for best actor on the 11th International film 

festival of India in 1987 and FIPRESCI Critic’s Prize for best actor, Venice film festival in 1986. Arundhati 



Roy on the other hand, is a well-known writer and had won the Man Booker Prize, along with Barry John 

and Virendra Saxena. 

30.1.19  Cambridge School Srinivaspuri hosted the Annual Inter School Garden Festival to celebrate spring’s 

arrival and the vibrant beauty of nature. The Principal, Mrs. Aparna Seebaluck welcomed the guests and 

the young nature enthusiasts. The Chief Guest, Ms. Gunjan Menon, an avid environmentalist and wildlife 

filmmaker spoke about environmental concerns and stressed on adopting eco-friendly habits in our daily 

lives. The event included many segments such as display of Theme Based Gardens, Quiz Competition and 

a Gardeners Quiz. A Sustainability Fair of eco-friendly products such as air-purifying plants, biodegradable 

bags and wraps, organic food products etc. was also a part of the event. Modern School, Barakhamba 

Road bagged the first position for showcasing ‘The Circle of Life’ through their garden display. Bhartiya 

Vidya Bhawan secured the second position for artistically displaying ‘Super Foods’ and the third position 

was secured by Dev Samaj Modern School for displaying a garden full of ‘Green Vibes’. The gardeners of  

 the respective winning teams were also given prizes. 
 

Cambridge School, Noida secured the first position in the Environment Quiz followed by Cambridge 

 School, Greater Noida at the second position. Modern School, Barakhamba Road was declared the 

 overall winner of the competition. Mr. Dhan Singh and Mr. Sukhpal were the winners of the Gardeners 

 quiz. 

         

WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS 

8.1.19       A session on ‘How to Become Effective Individuals’ was organized for the students of class IX. Mr. Ritesh   

 Jain, well known career counselor from Jitin Chawla’s Centre for Career Development, was the 

 speaker of the day. The session involved experiential activities to help students understand  the 

 importance of communication, leadership skills, appropriate body language and gestures. Mr. Jain 

 introduced various platforms such as Toastmasters International which can be joined without any 

 cost to participate in numerous skill based programmes. He also spoke about the importance of 

 social warmth in our lives and suggested ways to overcome social anxiety. Students actively participated 

 in this interactive session and familiarised themselves with the effective methods of socialising with 

 confidence. 

  

11.1.19     An Inter-School Collaborative Workshop On Evaluating Subject wise Class-X Board Papers was 

organized at Springdales School, Pusa Road, New Delhi. It was attended by Mrs. R. Khanna, Mrs. S. 

Dhodi & Mrs. K. Nandy. Dr. Shweta Singh, Dep Director CBSE was the Resource Person. She discussed 

the analysis of the question papers on the basis of Bloom’s Taxonomy and reflected on the parameters 

of cognitive domain levels. CBSE sample papers and Last two years Summative II Question papers were 

analysed alongwith the formats. 

11.1.19     The Psychology department gave a presentation on Psychoanalytic Theory proposed by Sigmund Freud. 

The presentation began with some interesting questions that Freud would have asked pertaining to our 

day-to-day lives. The presentation covered Freud’s biography and step by step analogy of his original 

ideas. The contribution of Psychoanalysis in the field of Psychopathology along with the critique of 

Freud’s work was also covered. The members of the department presented a skit on the conversation 

between Id, Ego and Superego to deal and respond to our day-to-day struggles. The audience was 

enlightened with the work of Indian Psychoanalysts like Girendrashekhar Bose and Sudhir Kakar to 

explain the Indian psyche. The department presentation ended with an engaging discussion amongst the 

teachers. 

  

  

16.1.19    The Interact Club of Cambridge School Srinivaspuri, in collaboration with Kailash Satyarthi Children’s 

 Foundation, organized an interactive session on 100 Million Campaign. The session was facilitated by  Ms. 

 Karishma Duggal who has been working with the foundation as a Digital Campaigner. The objective of 



 the  session was to sensitize the students about child labor. It also aimed to create awareness about 

 the 100 Million Campaign led by Nobel Peace Laureate Mr. Kailash Satyarthi. The Campaign is a call to 

 action for a world where all young people are free, safe and educated. It supports young people to 

 mobilize to end violence against children, eradicate child labor so that every child in the world has the 

 chance to achieve their potential. 

Ms. Duggal shared statistical figures to shed light on the growing exploitation of children. She reiterated 

that the need of the hour is to make children the agent of positive social transformation. The speaker 

shared few initiatives taken by the foundation, one of them being Bharat Yatra, an on foot rally to end 

child trafficking and sexual abuse. The students shared their concerns and apprehensions about child 

labor and enquired how at an individual level they can contribute to the Campaign.  Ms. Duggal addressed 

their queries and suggested them ways to be proactive in the change making process. She also informed 

the students about child helpline number 1098 on which they can reach out. 

15.1.19- 18.1.19 

Workshops on Robotics were held in the school Auditorium for the students of Classes VI-VIII in two 

batches each for Robotics and STEM education by CODE- the Centre Of Digital Excellence, Noida. 

Students were exposed to various concepts of Physics, Electronics, Aerodynamics, Artificial Intelligence, 

3D Printing and Robotics. The students also saw actual robots, some humanoids which could recognize 

gesture control movement, do dance movements, do obstacle sensing ,do motion sensing. The students 

got a hands on experience of flying drones, doing 3D printing, rocket launching. It was very informative 

and innovative workshop for the children. 

21.1.19  Activity based learning is the best way to understand science. The Indian Association of Physics Teachers 

 (IAPT) conducted a workshop for students of class IX at Birla Viday Niketan. The session was based on 

 eye catching, entertaining & low-cost activities that bring the physics classroom alive. Mrs. Pragya Nopany, 

 National teacher awardee 2017 and an alumnus of BITS Pilani, was the  founder-coordinator. Concepts of 

 physics were discussed with the students as well as teachers. 

25.1.19    Hindi department Presentation was held on the topic ‘Bachchon ki dus Pasandida kahaniyan. The  

 Presentation began with the Introduction of story writing and its place in Hindi. Sahitya stories were 

 divided into four parts keeping in mind the interest of the students. The stories related to Mythology 

 covered two epics-‘Ramayan’and ‘Mahabharat’, ‘Jatak’ and ‘Panchtantra’ stories, Fairy  Tales and Modern 

 stories. 

The stories were introduced with different styles. Autobiography, Dialogue, Dramatization and Power   

 point presentation of the stories were the main features of the presentation. 

 

TRIPS & EXCURSIONS 

8.1.19 & 10.1.19  

Students from class VI to IX visited the World Book Fair, Pragati maidan. The students bought  books met 

 various authors and they shared their experience with the news reporters. 

 

29.1.19      A one-day adventure trip to 28 Barracks, Kundali, Sonepat was organised for the students of  classes III -

 VI & X. Under the supervision of professional instructors, the students participated in various 

 activities like Burma Bridge, Zip Line, Zorbing, Tractor Ride and the Tug of War etc. The exciting and 

 enriching trip honed the students’ team spirit and helped them overcome fear. It made them understand 

 the value of perseverance, sportsmanship and group effort. All the participants would receive 

 participation certificates. 



         

31.1.19   Students of standard VII and VIII visited the Asola Wildlife Sanctuary. It is one of the few manmade 

 sanctuaries in India, conserving the eco-heritage of the country’s oldest hill range- the Aravallis. This 

 forest, in the city, is home to a variety of plants and animals. The students were shown an  informative 

 movie on wildlife and the need of conservation. Children explored the forest trail and observed the flora 

 and fauna of the area. The Forest Guides explained about the wildlife, migratory birds and the vegetation 

 and how it helps Delhi. Students enjoyed going around the forest especially the forest mist, the 

 identification of vegetation, etc⁸. The trip proved to be an educative experience for the students. 
  

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY 

 

15.1.19     Army Day is celebrated every year in recognition of Field Marshal Kodandera M. Cariappa, the first 

 Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Army. Fighting four major wars, insurgency and other low      

 intensity wars has indeed made the Indian Army an eminent and efficient guardian of the country. The 

 School celebrated Army Day with a special assembly for the middle school. Harshveer Singh of 

 VIII-F talked about the importance of this day and the contribution of the soldiers in safeguarding the 

 country. Rtd. Col. Education Corps, Devdutta Choudhury, who has served the Indian Army for 31 years, 

 addressed the students and motivated them to serve the nation by joining the Indian Army when they 

 grow up. 

 

 ASSET TALENT EXAMINATION RESULT (2018-19) 

The following students have qualified for the ASSET talent examination and received special recognitions: 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS SPECIAL RECOGNITION 

1 LAKSHITA AGARWAL 6 SILVER SCHOLAR 

2 MANAVJEET DASGUPTA 6 SCHOLAR 

3 MISBAH FATIMA 6 SILVER SCHOLAR 

4 SACHIN KUMAR 6 BRONZE SCHOLAR 

5 IBA SHIBLI 7 SCHOLAR 

6 NISHTHA VIJ 8 SCHOLAR 

7 NISHITA KHANNA 8   

8 AYESHA QAMAR 8   

9 HARSHVEER SING CHAHAL 8   

10 MANAS KUMAR 8   
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 HANDWRITING OLMYPIAD RESULT (2018-19) 

 The following students have been awarded with the Best Handwriting Award: 

S.NO. NAME OF THE 

STUDENT 

CLASS 

1 DIYA RAKHEJA 3 

2 POORVI SHARMA 3 

3 DAANIA FAAROQUI 3 

4 SHEETAL KUMARI 4 

5 SAIMA AZAM 4 

6 NAVYANSH KUMAR 4 

7 SAANVI DUTTA 6 

8 ARIBA ANAS 6 

9 AMIR AREEZ 6 

10 JAPMEET SINGH 7 

11 AHLAM SAYEED 7 

12 MARIYA JAMAL 7 

  

 NATIONAL SCIENCE OLMYPIAD was conducted and the following students have qualified for 

level-2 

  

QUALIFIED FOR LEVEL 2 

1 LAKSHITA AGRAWAL 6B 

2 ASHAZ MEHMOOD SIDDIQUE 7F 

3 SHAIBAAN KHAN 8A 

4 ADITYA DHAR 9B 
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